MICHAIL HEAD

COMPOSITIONS

SONGS

Autumn’s Breath  S.  My Sword for the King  D Minor.
Chariot  D, F.
Come Take Your Leave  D Minor.
Drowning Lake, The  C.
Give a Man a Home  G.
Fairy Tailor, The  Ab.
Genius and Other  Eb.
Ghosts of the  F Minor.
Half Remembered May  **The Gypsy, The  B C and E Minor, (also simplified).
Happy Wanderer, The  D Minor.
(I Arose from Dreams of Thess (colla etc.)
**Little Road to Bethlehem, The  C.
Love Not Me for Comedy’sCause  Love Rhymed, A
Love’s Leaving  Eb.
Lullaby Town  F.
Mourned’s Song, The

OVER THE RIM OF

**Ships of Arcady, The
**Shattered Singing, A

SONGS OF THE GAY

Low and high

When I Came Forth this Morn  FANTASY
Temper of a Maid, The  A voice
Nature’s Friend  **Little Dreams, The
**Sweet Chance that Lead My Stag  Duntrumnide
Robin Reiberant

**Merry, O!

(Only published a

SIX POEMS BY RUTH

Woodpath in Spring, The
Holiday in Heaven
Viper, The
Content, The
Consistency

**Return, The

(Also published a

5 part songs, with pi.
3 part, with piano or
S.A.T.B. These Men
3 part with 3rd part

AMERICAN

Shore

WHO

SUMMARY

§ Published separately
*** Orchestral score and parts available on hire
† String quartet score and parts available on hire
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